A family of algorithms for approximate solution of the boundconstrained minimization problem was introduced in 2]. These algorithms employ the standard barrier method, with the inner iteration based on trust region methods. Local models are conic functions rather than the usual quadratic functions, and are required to match rst and second derivatives of the barrier function at the current iterate. The various members of the family are distinguished by the choice of a vector-valued parameter, which is the zero vector in the degenerate case that quadratic local models are used. This paper presents a convergence analysis of the family of algorithms presented in 2]. Speci cally, convergence properties similar to those of barrier methods using quadratic local models are established.
Introduction and Notation
In this paper we examine the convergence properties of the family of optimization algorithms introduced in 2]. This family of algorithms is designed to approximately solve the bound-constrained problem minimize f(x) subject to l i x] i u i ; i = 1; 2; : : : n (1) where l i 2 ?1; 1), u i 2 (?1; 1], and l i < u i for i = 1; 2; : : : n, and f : U ! R is assumed to have continuous second derivatives on the open set U C := fx 2 R n : l i x] i u i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ng. The basis of this family of algorithms is the standard barrier method, except that minimization is performed on conic local models rather than on the standard quadratic local models. The local models are created analogously to Newton's method, in that the model function is required to match the function being modeled in function value and rst and second derivatives at the current iterate.
In the remainder of this section we summarize the notation used in what follows and provide de nitions of conic functions and barrier methods.
The symbol R denotes the set of real numbers. We use R + for the set of nonnegative real numbers and R ++ for the set of positive real numbers.
The set of extended real numbers, i.e. R f?1g f1g, is denoted by R.
The set of real n n matrices is R n n and the set of real symmetric n n matrices is R n^n .
We denote the i th component of a vector x by x] i . Similarly, the component of a matrix H in row i and column j is H] i;j . A subscript, as in x k , without brackets denotes a speci c point as, for example, the k th iterate in an iterative algorithm. We let e i represent the i th unit vector, i.e. the vector with e i ] i = 1 and e i ] j = 0 for j 6 = i. The notation kxk indicates the L 2 -norm of a vector x. The L 1 -norm of x is represented by kxk 1 : Similarly the L 2 -norm and L 1 -norm of a matrix H are denoted by kHk and kHk 1 respectively.
For a function f : X ! R and a point x 2 X we de ne the level set of f at x by L(f; x) := fx 2 X : f(x) f( x)g.
If X and Y are subsets of R n , we de ne dist(X; Y ) := inffkx ? yk : x 2 X; y 2 Y g: In case X = f xg, we write dist( x; Y ).
The closed ball of radius centered at x is B( x; ) := fx 2 R n : kx ? xk g: We use the notation rf( x) for the gradient, or rst derivative, of the function f evaluated at the point x and r 2 f( x) for the Hessian, or second derivative of f evaluated at x. If f is a function of two variables, x and , then r x f( x; ) and r 2 xx f( x; ) denote the gradient and Hessian respectively taken with respect to the x variable and evaluated at x := x and := .
If H 2 R n n , we denote the smallest and largest eigenvalues of H by min 1. the function b( ; ) : C 0 R ++ ! R has continuous second derivatives on C 0 R ++ ; 2. for xed 2 R ++ the function b( ; ) : C 0 ! R is strictly convex; 3. for xed 2 R ++ and x 2 @C, if fx j g 1 j=0 is a sequence in C 0 which converges to x, then lim j!1 b(x j ; ) = 1; 4. for xed x 2 C 0 , lim !0 b(x; ) = 0.
We call b the barrier term and the barrier function.
The solution process in a barrier algorithm consists of successively approximately solving a sequence of problems of the form minimize (x; k )
where the minimization is over x 2 C 0 with k xed. The solutions form a sequence fx k g which, under appropriate conditions, may be expected to converge to a solution x of (1). Since increases without bound as we approach @C, any standard unconstrained minimization algorithm may be used to nd the x k , provided that the appropriate steps are taken to ensure that all iterates remain within C 0 . A discussion of the motivation for our characterization of barrier terms may be found in 2, Section 1].
In order to indicate speci c barrier terms, we denote the set of indices i
for which l i > ?1 by B l , and the set of indices i for which u i < 1 by B u .
The best-known example is the log barrier term, which is de ned by setting 
Algorithmic Schema
The algorithms with which we are dealing each consist of an outer iteration algorithm and an inner iteration algorithm. In this section we present schema for each component. In addition, the speci cation of a particular algorithm requires the choice of a routine for quadratic minimization over a ball. In 2] we outline two options, exact minimization and Steihaug-Toint conjugate gradient minimization.
Algorithm 1 Outer Iteration
Step 1: Initialization An initial point x 0 with x 0 2 C 0 and an initial barrier parameter 0 > 0 are given. The real numbers C > 0 and 2 (0; 1) are also given. Set k := 0 and x 0;0 := x 0 :
Step 2: Inner Minimization Step 4: Update the barrier parameter
Set k := k + 1.
Choose x k;0 2 C 0 and return to Step 2.
The inner iteration is outlined in Algorithm 2. It should be noted that the Cholesky decomposition in Step 5, as well as all of Step 6, may be omitted when the objective function is known in advance to be convex, as in this case H k;j+1 is always positive de nite.
Algorithm 2 Inner Iteration
Step 1: Initialization An initial point x k;0 2 C 0 , an initial trust region radius k;0 , a barrier parameter k , and a forcing function 1 H are given. The constants 1 , 2 , 1 , 2 , l , u , , and G are also given and satisfy 0 < < 1, 0 < 1 2 ? , 1 < 2 < 1, 0 < 1 < 1 < 2 , 0 < l < u , and 0 < G < 1. Set a k;0 := 0 2 R n .
Set j := 0.
Compute g k;0 := r x (x k;0 ; k ). Compute H k;0 := r 2 xx (x k;0 ; k ).
Step 2: Model de nition Set B k;j := H k;j ? a k;j g T k;j ? g k;j a T k;j .
Choose a nonsingular (not necessarily symmetric) scaling matrix J k;j 2 R n n such that l min (J k;j ) max (J k;j ) u :
If k;j kJ T k;j a k;j k 1 ? , set a k;j := (1 ? )a k;j =kJ T k;j a k;j k. Setĝ k;j := J T k;j g k;j . SetB k;j := J T k;j B k;j J k;j .
De ne the model m k;j (w) := (x k;j ; k ) +ĝ T k;j w + 1 2 w TB k;j w:
Step 3:
Step calculation Find w k;j which approximately minimizesm k;j over fw 2 R n : kwk k;j g. Set s k;j := J k;j w k;j =(1 + a T k;j J k;j w k;j ).
Step 4: Acceptance of the trial point If x k;j + s k;j = 2 C 0 set k;j := 1 k;j and go to Step 3.
Otherwise compute (x k;j + s k;j ; k ) and compute k;j := (x k;j ; k ) ? (x k;j + s k;j ; k ) m k;j (0) ?m k;j (w k;j ) :
If k;j < 1 , set k;j := 1 k;j and go to Step 3.
Otherwise, set x k;j+1 := x k;j +s k;j and compute g k;j+1 := r x (x k;j+1 ; k ) and H k;j+1 := r 2 xx (x k;j+1 ; k ).
Step Step 6: Search along a direction of negative curvature Compute g k;j+1 := r x (x k;j+1 ; k ) and H k;j+1 := r 2 xx (x k;j+1 ; k ).
Compute a k;j+1 by the chosen method. Set j := j + 1 and go to Step 2.
Step 7: Trust region update and choice of horizon vector Set k;j+1 := 2 k;j if k;j 2 .
k;j+1 := k;j if 1 k;j < 2 , Compute a k;j+1 by an appropriate method. Set j := j + 1 and go to Step 2.
We will show that under reasonable conditions a sequence fx k g constructed according to Algorithm 1 will converge to a solution of (1). We will examine the convergence properties of Algorithm 2 rst. Once convergence of the inner iteration is established, the proof of the convergence of the outer iteration is very similar to that presented by Conn, Gould, and Toint 5] for trust region barrier methods employing arbitrary models.
Inner Iteration
We now examine the convergence properties of Algorithm 2. We begin with two general lemmas. The rst allows us to quantify a lower bound on the decrease in objective function value which can be expected when minimizing over a ball-shaped trust region. The second indicates the local accuracy we can expect from a model function which matches function, gradient, and Hessian values at a given reference point. 
Inequality (6) follows. 2
Lemma 2 Let U R n be a convex open set, and let f 1 ; f 2 2 C 2 (U) andx 2 U be such that f 1 (x) = f 2 (x), rf 1 (x) = rf 2 (x), and r 2 f 1 (x) = r 2 f 2 (x). Assume that kr 2 f 1 (x)k f and kr 2 f 2 (x)k f for some f > 0 and for all x 2 U. Then for any x 2 U jf 1 (x) ? f 2 (x)j f kx ?xk 2 :
Proof: By Taylor's Theorem
Lemma 3 Assume that 0 < < 1, a 2 R n , and that J 2 R n n is nonsingular. Let D = fw 2 R n : 1+a T Jw > 0g. Choose 
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The third assertion is now obtained from the rst by computing reciprocals. The third assumption is somewhat restrictive. It obviously applies when all l i and u i are nite. However, if is the log-barrier function, the assumption fails to hold even when f is a constant function if one or more bounds are not nite. In such cases the barrier method is neither theoretically justi ed nor useful in practice.
Now, assume that Assumption Set 1 is satis ed and for each j = 1; 2; : : : let s k;j denote the step from x k;j to the candidate point for x k;j+1 . We de ne In what follows we use the notation g k;j := r x (x k;j ; k ) and H k;j := r 2 xx (x k;j ; k ). We remark that if a conic function is de ned by 
and k;j min r kJ T k;j g k;j k t (1 + r ) ; kg k;j k t ! : (13) Then cos k;j r =2: (14) Proof: Rearranging (13) (15) gives (14) . 2 Lemma 8 Suppose that Assumption Set 1 is satis ed. Let h k;j and k;j be as in Lemma 7, and let k;j denote the angle between ?g k;j and s k;j , so that cos k;j = ?g T k;j s k;j =kg k;j kks k;j k: Then To this point, we have only needed boundedness of r 2 xx (x; k ) and r 2 m k;j (x) within an individual trust region T k;j , which is guaranteed because each trust region is compact. We will now show that if kr 2 xx (x; k )k is uniformly bounded for x 2 T k;j for all j and if ka k;j k a for some a > 0, then under reasonable assumptions, lim
The rst step is to show that the desired result holds provided that the trust region radius, k;j , is bounded away from 0. Assume that s k;j is chosen so that kh ?1 k;j (s k;j )k k;j and (x k;j ; k ) ? (x k;j + s k;j ; k ) r ( (x k;j ; k ) ? (x c ; k )) Let w c be the Cauchy point for the problem minimizem k;j (w) subject to kwk k;j and let x c := x k;j + h(w c ): Assume also that kr xx (x; k )k t and kr 2m k;j (x)k t for some t > 0 and for all x 2 T k;j for j = 0; 1; 2; : : : . Then lim j!1 r x (x k;j ; k ) = 0. Proof: Assume that lim j!1 r x (x k;j ; k ) 6 = 0. Then we can nd an in nite subset S 1 f0; 1; 2; : : : g and an > 0 such that kr x (x k;j ; k )k > 2 for j 2 S 1 . By Lemma 10 we can also nd an in nite subset S 2 f0; 1; : : : g such that kr x (x k;j ; k )k < for j 2 S 2 . Then we can construct two in nite subsequences of fx k;j g as follows:
Choose x k;p 0 from fx k;j : j 2 S 1 g, and choose x k;q 0 2 S 2 by q 0 := minfj 2 S 2 : q 0 > p 0 g. For i > 0, choose x k;p i 2 S 1 with p i > q i?1 and choose x k;q i 2 S 2 by q i := minfj 2 S 2 : j > p i g. Let 
Combining (26), (28) and (24) is compact and ( ; k ) 2 C 2 (L( ( ; k ); x 0 )). 2
When the constraint region is bounded, and the rule for choosing a k;j guarantees that there is a a 2 R ++ such that ka k;j k a for j = 1; 2; , Theorem 1 ensures convergence of the inner iteration, as shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Suppose that Assumption Set 1 is satis ed, that ?1 < l i < u i < 1, and that ka k;j k a for some a > 0 and for all j 0. Then Notice that the conclusion of this lemma fails when our barrier function is the log barrier rather than the reciprocal barrier and C is unbounded, since the level sets of b log ( ; k ) are not bounded away from @C: Theorem 3 Let b : C 0 R ++ ! R be de ned by (5) . Assume that f satis es f(x) M and kr 2 f(x)k f for some M > 0 and for all x 2 U.
Suppose that Algorithm 2 is being applied to the function ( ; k ) for a xed k , with a rule for choosing a k;j ensuring ka k;j k a for some a > 0. conclusions hold for unbounded C. We will, however, show that, in the special case that f is convex, we can prove that kr (x k;j ; k )k ! 0. Note that when f is convex, ( ; k ) is strictly convex.
In order to simplify notation, we will assume that l i := 0 and u i := 1 for i = 1; 2; : : : . Other cases are handled similarly. We will show that, for a given coordinate {, dist(P { ; L( ( ; k ); x 0 )) > 0, where P { := fx 2 R n : x] { = 0g;
after which the desired result follows easily.
We need to establish some additional notation. For x 2 P { and > 0, de ne a function x; : R ++ ! R by x; ( ) := (x + e { ; ): Since ( ; ) is strictly convex, either x; is decreasing on its domain or it has a minimizer c (x). If x; has no minimizer, then we de ne c (x) := 1. Assume that Algorithm 1 has been applied to the problem (1) and that, for some k, an x k has been chosen and a rule for generating a sequence fx k;j g 1 j=0 has been established following Algorithm 2, including a method of choosing nonsingular J k;j 2 R n n such that l min (J k;j ) max (J k;j ) u and a k;j 2 R n . Then lim j!1 r x (x k;j ; k ) = 0.
Proof: There is an > 0 such that dist(L( ( ; k ); x k;0 ); @C) > according to Theorem 5, so it is easily seen that kr 2 xx b log (x k;j ; k )k k = 2 ; and hence that kr 2 xx (x k;j ; k )k f + k = 2 : >From Theorem 1, we conclude that lim j!1 r x (x k;j ; k ) = 0: 2
Outer Iteration
It is convenient to group the assumptions common to the theorems in this subsection as follows.
Assumption Each application of Algorithm 2 nds x k+1 := x k;j+1 satisfying kr x (x k;j+1 ; k )k G kr x (x k;0 ; k )k and min (r 2 xx (x k;j+1 ; k )) ? H ( k ) for some G 2 (0; 1) and some forcing function H : When C is compact, the sequence fx k g has at least one limit point. Otherwise, the sequence fx k g may or may not have one or more limit points. Any limit points of fx k g are characterized by the following theorem. Theorem 7 Asssume that Assumption Set 2 is satis ed, and that fx k g has a limit point x . Let fx kp g 1 p=1 be a convergent subsequence of fx k g with limit x . Then for i = 1; 2; : : : n, rf( Theorem 8 Suppose that Assumption Set 2 is satis ed and that ?1 < l i < u i < 1 for i = 1; 2; : : : n. If x is a limit point of fx k g, then x satis es the rst order necessary conditions for a minimizer of f. as claimed. 2 In case some of the l i and u i are nite, the constraint vector c and the vector of Lagrange multipliers have dimension equal to the number of nite constraints and have components de ned only for those constraints.
The proofs that a limit point x satis es the rst and second order necessary conditions then proceed exactly as in the proofs of Theorem 8 and Theorem 9. Thus we have:
Theorem 10 Suppose that Assumption Set 2 is satis ed. If x is a limit point of fx k g, then x satis es the rst order necessary conditions for a minimizer of f.
If x is a limit point of fx k g, and r 2 b(x; )] i;j = 0 whenever i 6 = j for all x 2 C 0 and for all > 0. then x satis es the second order necessary conditions for a solution to (1).
